Abstract. Track allocation problem in railway stations with stochastic viewpoint is a crucial part of the planning processes for railway companies. This paper proposes a stochastic schedule based optimization model to solve the station track allocation problem that considers minimum occupation time of station reception-departure lines. The stochastic schedule consists of the average and variance of train arrival times and departure times, respectively. Owning to the NP-Completeness of the problem, a simulated annealing algorithm is designed to solve the mathematical programming model.
Introduction
The railway system is a large and complex system which contains many working processes that relate to technical facilities, railway transport organization system, train operation organization, human labors and the external environment. Fig. 1 Illustration of a simple railway network Fig. 1 shows a railway network which consists of seven railway stations and six segments. Railway stations are the places where trains can dwell to make passengers get on, get off and transfer. Apart from main tracks, stations also have siding tracks to facilitate trains passing and overtaking. In addition, tracks which consist of rails, ballast, ties, etc., are the roadways of a railway system. Clearly, railway stations are the key nodes in railway networks; therefore, efficiently running of trains in a station is crucial in the working processes to railway companies. While in practical operations, trains often miss the original schedules affected by unexpected accidents and many other uncertain factors, e.g., signal failures and turnouts breaking down. To consider the uncertainty, track allocation problem in railway stations is studied with stochastic viewpoint that adopts unfixed train schedules to solve the uncertain arrival/departure times of trains at/from stations. 
Mathematical Models and Methodology
The track allocation problem is about assigning a platform to each coming train, considering suitable in-route and out-route. Route choices lead to different route durations and imply different in-route-begin and out-route-end times. As we can see from Fig. 2 tt can be formulated as the duration time of train j on track r . This paper aims to address the track allocation problem based on the stochastic schedule.
Fig. 2 Train path in a passenger station
In railway stations, a coming or leaving train will stay on or pass a reception-departure track and traverse several GTs. Because of the limited track resources and bottleneck capacity, they have to be allocated to trains under some solid rules and constraints.
In general, train arrival and departure times are determined by the TWD. However, because of kinds of operation accidents and emergency incidents, trains do not always obey the schedule strictly, which makes the track occupation time of each train random and unknown. The following Eq. 1 and Eq. (1)
The real train departure time, % 
Besides, several operating constraints in passenger stations are given to set limits on track occupations. To fulfill the service as well as enable operating safety, the following constraints are proposed to avoid collision [1] .
(I). Uniqueness occupation of each track at one time. Each reception-departure track could be utilized by only one train at most before available to the next train [1] . Therefore, Eq. 5 is given as:
(II). Each arrival train should occupy one and only one track. Once the train is allocated to a fixed track, it cannot transfer to the others [1] . Therefore, Eq. 6 should be satisfied.. 
where M is a very large positive value. Eq. 7 ensures that ′ rj x equals 1 only if train ′ j arrives with enough late gap so that train ′ j can stop on track r . Our model aims to seek the minimum occupation time of station tracks. Therefore, the model can be described as follows:
The SA algorithm below aims at searching for the optimum solutions of the track allocation problem in railway stations. The detailed algorithmic steps are given as following:
Step 1 Step 2: For the current temperature T , check 2. 1-2.4 Set the inner iteration counter 1 κ = . , and return to Step 2.
Fig. 4 Effects of train arrival unpunctually

Analysis of Train Arrival in Advance and Arrival Delay
In this section, we detect the effects of unpunctual train-arrival times on total occupation time of station reception-departure lines. Floating train arrival times are tested from 5 to 30 min for the below six trains, respectively, see Fig. 4 . In the scenario of train arrival in advance, we find that train T228 influences the total occupation time of station tracks most. Meanwhile, it indicates that train T228 also influences the track occupation most for the delay scenario.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a stochastic schedule based optimization model to solve the station track allocation problem that considers minimum occupation time of station reception-departure lines. The stochastic schedule consists of the average and variance of train arrival times and departure times, respectively. Owning to the NP-Completeness of the problem, a simulated annealing algorithm is designed to solve the mathematical programming model. 
